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China accounts for 60% of Russia’s seafood exports. SIPA Asia / ZUMA Wire / TASS

Chinese authorities have restricted seafood imports from Russia after finding traces of the
coronavirus on the seafood’s outer packaging, the Vedomosti business daily reported
Thursday. 

China, the destination for 60% of Russia’s seafood exports, has so far placed restrictions on
four Russian companies, Russian Fishery Industries Association president German Zverev
told Vedomosti. 

Related article: Chinese Authorities Find Coronavirus on Frozen Squid From Russia

China previously sent several warnings to Russia’s phytosanitary watchdog
Rosselkhoznadzor, including after two Chinese stevedores contracted the virus, the
watchdog’s press service quoted its deputy head Konstantin Savenkov as saying. 

https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2020/10/01/841856-kitai-nachal-ogranichivat-import-rossiiskoi-ribi-iz-za-koronavirusa
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/05/09/chinese-authorities-find-coronavirus-on-frozen-squid-from-russia


While no traces of the coronavirus were found during the initial screening of Russian vessels,
Chinese authorities linked the infections to packages that arrived from Russia, Savenkov was
quoted as saying. 

Russian fish exporters view China’s actions as part of an “undeclared trade war” rather than a
safety precaution, Zverev said, as they come amid increasing attempts by Chinese traders to
lower the price they pay for Russian seafood.

The price of Russian pollock exports has already fallen by 20% compared to 2019, Vedomosti
quoted him as saying. If current restrictions remain in place through the pollock fishing
season that begins in January, the Russian fish industry could sustain additional losses of up
to $100 million, Zverev warned. 

According to Rosselkhoznadzor, Russian fish producers will likely be able to resume normal
exports after implementing additional steps for testing their packaging for the
coronavirus. Zverev told Vedomosti that Russian authorities should pressure China to
introduce more transparent testing-on-arrival mechanisms and allow Russian companies to
dispute test results. 

Last week, Chinese state-run media reported that coronavirus traces had been found on
packages of frozen squid from Russia, though all individuals who came into contact with the
packaging tested negative for Covid-19. 

Russia confirmed 9,412 new coronavirus cases Friday, the highest number in four months. 

The World Health Organization maintains that the coronavirus cannot multiply on food
packaging surfaces and does not encourage disinfecting packaging.
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